An introduction to Dimensions VIP Security
The word ‘Professional’ should only be attached to individuals who have consistently
demonstrated the key characteristics of integrity, due diligence and the unwavering dedication
to ensure that the client is afforded the highest standard of service and protection.
Professional Experience and Personal Attributes:
Dimensions Security is without doubt a very knowledgeable and exceptionally experienced
with years of protection security, law enforcement and military operations background,
combined with a multi-cultural mind-set and transferable skills gained from working in the
public and private sectors. Including 22 years experience managing operations and people,
with an outstanding track record in personal and professional achievement.
A very proactive, challenge & results driven and focused company with powerful receptive,
communication and influencing skills whose ability to manage time and organise others and
self ,with team motivation which is second to none. Meeting and exceeding targets and
expectations with a well grounded ability to remain calm, make sound judgments and deliver
in extreme pressurised and hostile & life threatening environments, having dealt with
numerous major incidents and high profile events in our career.

We are very efficient and dynamic, highly respected and trusted professional who leads by
example, expects and practices high standards with a meticulous and experienced eye for detail
and who builds and develops professional working networks across a broad and diverse
spectrum, interfacing at all organisational levels to deliver a clear business advantage. Able to
engage at senior board level.
Managed many areas of procurement from personal protection equipment through to the
provision of executive armoured vehicles worldwide.
Being commended and awarded by many senior police officers for his outstanding police work
and being courageous whilst carrying out his duties, even meeting the Prime Minister Mr Tony
Blair at No 10 Downing Street, London for an outstanding act of Bravery and nominated for
Britain’s bravest police officer award.
A trusted close protection professional with over 24 years experience, providing the very best in
personal close protection and ensuring the safety and security of many well known and
influential people from a wide and diverse range of backgrounds and cultures. Be that a CEO of
a company, the wife of a celebrity, a diplomat or even the children of a family, all are taken care
of 100% at all times globally.
Gary has worked with large organisations and some FTSE companies, members of Royalty and
also government ministers and diplomats and so providing the most discreet and professional
service at all times.
Being able to look after the clients needs as a trusted security professional means that the
peace of mind for the client is utmost and everything will be done to ensure their protection is
carried out to the best of everyone’s ability and resources.

Armoured Car Services operate with a world-recognised armouring
company who have been established since 1993 and who have a
presence in over 50 countries worldwide producing over 8000 +
armoured vehicles to date for clients, who include Government
Officials, Business Leaders, International Corporations, Religious
Leaders and High Net Worth Clients to name a few.

• Bespoke Armoured Cars

Providing any make or model of vehicle which can be armoured to the
ballistic
specification your require, this can be provided globally.
• Armoured cars for hire
We provide a select range of Armoured vehicles from Land Rover,
Jaguar, BMW and
also AUDI to name a few.

• Armoured cars for sale

With people not wanting to buy a brand new armoured vehicle, we
now have the
capability of offering for sale armoured vehicles which are no longer
needed by their
owners as most of them have upgraded.
• Armour your current vehicle
Having the option of also having your own vehicle Armoured to
whatever level of ballistic protection you need, including just partial
armouring of the car means that we can provide the whole product,
here in the UK and also globally.

• Ballistic equipment & Ballistic protection levels
We are also able to provide many other pieces of ballistic equipment
and services under our Ballistic provisions section, along with many
other products which you may need for any operational theatre, or
even during your own course of business or social calendar. From
armoured windows and doors to a full provision safe room.

• Secure asset transportation
In today’s society the need for high valued goods and assets requiring
protection has been heightened, in large due to the height in
sophisticated and organised crime,using qualified Protection officers
and security drivers
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